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QUINTESSENCE THEATRE GROUP STRATEGIC PLAN 2016-2019 

Mid-Point Review and Update 

 

Quintessence Theatre Group (QTG), like many small professional theaters, is 

operating in an environment marked by rapid change, both outside of and within 

our growing organization.  Recognizing the need for more agile planning, the 

board decided to conduct a strategic plan review and update at the mid-point of 

the 2016-2019 strategic planning cycle.   

The board chartered a small Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) to review the 

2016-2019 Strategic Plan in light of changing environmental factors, stakeholder 

feedback, artistic programming, critical feedback and budget realities.  After 

thoughtful analysis of research on theaters collectively, competitive data on 

similarly situated theaters, and internal data, the SPC developed this mid-point 

update to the strategic plan to better articulate and guide our actions through 

2019.   
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MISSION 

 

Quintessence Theatre Group brings works of classic drama and literature to the 

contemporary stage.  From our home in Northwest Philadelphia, we dedicate 

ourselves to re-envisioning the classics on the stage, in the community and in the 

classroom in ways relevant to today’s audiences while remaining true to each 

play’s scope and poetic text. 

 
 

VISION 

 

QTG is a Small Professional Equity Theater recognized as a pre-eminent theater for 

the classics in the region.   

As QTG’s reputation for quality and creativity grows, we will engage every 

segment of our Northwest Philadelphia community to make QTG audiences more 

inclusive.  We will also strengthen our audience base throughout the Tri-State area 

and begin to build a national reputation. 

Working with community organizations and schools, we will contribute to the 

cultural and economic transformation of Mt. Airy.  Through our educational 

programming, we will influence future theater artists and theater-goers, many of 

whom may have their first theater experience with QTG.   Through our community 

outreach, we will introduce many of our neighbors to the beauty of classic theater 

by developing strong partnerships, aggressively marketing our productions and 

offering ticket prices suitable for all income levels. 

 
 
VALUES 
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We are committed to: 

1. Our Craft and Aesthetic Beauty 
QTG’s priority is a commitment to the highest craft in the actors we employ, the 

“classical apprenticeships” we provide for young actors, the expert lighting, 

costume, set, and sound design we achieve and the highest standards of 

production we deliver.   

2. A Progressive Approach to the Classics 
QTG re-envisions the classics for the contemporary stage.  We seek to honor the 

epic scope of classic works of drama, by exploring what is universal and timeless 

in human experience through the lens of the current moment. 

3. Audacity 
QTG Theater is not meek.  We strive to challenge audiences, actors, and 

conventions.  QTG productions are progressive, thought-provoking, dynamic.  

Every performance aims to feel new, visceral, and unexpected.   

4. Our Northwest Philadelphia Community 
QTG is committed to engage our community in Northwest Philadelphia through 

active outreach, by ensuring that our casts, staff, audience and board reflect the 

demographics of our community and, above all, by making great theater 

accessible to everyone.   

5. The Community of Theaters and Artists in Philadelphia to which We Belong 
QTG also belongs to a community of theaters and artists in Philadelphia.  We are 

deeply committed to fostering collaboration and exchange in that community as 

well.  As a small professional theater, Quintessence plays an essential role in 

ensuring that there is enough work available to professional theater artists to call 

Philadelphia home. 

6. Respect for People 
A respect for all of the people who make QTG happen – actors, staff, donors, 

volunteers, and audience members – informs everything that we do.  Respect for 

people means respecting diversity. It also means paying our actors and artisans a 

sustainable wage.  
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7. Resourceful and Responsible Management 
We are a vision-driven, actor-centric theater, which requires that we make 

efficient and creative use of resources.  We strive to be flexible and dynamic, 

continually adapting and improving our management strategies and always 

ensuring that our decisions are fiscally responsible.  

8. Loyalty   
Quintessence Theatre Group is built on relationships, and those relationships are 

built on loyalty.  QTG continually returns to our artists.  Our artists continually 

return to QTG.  Actors, stage managers, designers, staff, volunteers and Board 

members are all part of the QTG family.  This artistic community is something very 

special. QTG is deeply committed to continuing to expand our artistic family. 
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STRATEGIC GOALS AND OBJECTIVES: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This document updates goals to achieve our mission of bringing works of classic 

drama and literature to the contemporary stage.  It also addresses our vision to 

engage every segment of our Northwest Philadelphia community through 

education and outreach and by making QTG audiences more inclusive.  In so 

doing, we will become part of the cultural and economic transformation 

underway in our community.  

As discussed in more detail in the following pages, our mission focus on artistic 

programming, educational programming and partnership with our community is 

built on a solid foundation of financial stability, strong internal operations and 

governance and a commitment to work with Mt. Airy USA to restore the historic 

Sedgwick Theater, creating a performance space that properly showcases our 

work, enhances the experience for our audiences and helps revitalize our Mt. Airy 

community.   

This mid-point strategic plan update capitalizes on the tremendous artistic 

foundation we have built, fortifies our reputation locally and beyond, and 

continues to build relationships with our artists, audiences, loyal supporters and 

key stakeholders who are the heart of our theater.   We seek to leverage our 

unique strengths and talents while addressing challenges and opportunities in the 

environment.   
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HISTORY OF QUINTESSENCE THEATRE GROUP 

In 2010, Alexander Burns and a group of young artists set out to establish a classic 

repertory theater in Philadelphia.  They chose the historic Sedgwick Theater 

located in the culturally and economically diverse Mt. Airy neighborhood of 

Northwest Philadelphia.  There, they built an ensemble of actors dedicated to re-

envisioning the classics for present-day audiences while remaining true to each 

play’s epic scope and poetic text.  QTG’s approach attracts both nationally-

recognized and local actors who find challenge and inspiration in our thought-

provoking, innovative productions. 

Now in our eighth season, QTG has presented 39 professional, fully produced 

plays, including 14 productions in repertory.  We have hosted 43 play readings 

and created a holiday tradition of family-friendly productions of classic theater.  

This year, QTG added two “firsts.”  In addition to our five Mainstage productions 

we added a new Family Series, two plays (Aesop’s Fables and The Prince and the 

Pauper) designed for families with children.  We also presented our first musical, 

My Fair Lady. 

Dedicated to adapting the classics for the contemporary stage, QTG has always 

embraced collaboration and experimentation.  Beginning in Season V with our 

first original adaptation, The Three Musketeers, we have commissioned six plays 

from gifted American playwrights, including Jeremy Bloom (Wilde Tales), Lee 

Cortopassi (Aesop’s Fables), and Josh Carpenter (The Prince and the Pauper).  

Also, in Season V, QTG hired our first guest director, Rebecca Wright, to direct 

Kafka’s The Metamorphosis.  She returned in Season VI to direct Shaw’s St. Joan.  

In Season VII, Jeremy Bloom directed his own adaptation of Oscar Wilde’s short 

stories, Wilde Tales.  This season, QTG hosts four guest directors:  Lee Cortopassi 

(Aesop’s Fables), Ken Marini (Waiting for Godot), Rebecca Wright (The Wild Duck), 

and Josh Carpenter (The Prince and the Pauper). 
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QTG’s commitment to actor and text-driven plays and our use of seasoned actors 

alongside emerging actors has created a loyal ensemble that continually returns 

to work together.  Our ensemble has not only embraced established local actors 

like Janis Dardaris, E. Ashley Izard, Marcia Saunders, Paul Hebron, Steven Wright 

and Stephen Novelli but also brought a new group of talented actors to 

Philadelphia, some of whom have chosen to stay (Josh Carpenter, Daniel Fredrick, 

Gregory Isaac, Michael Brusasco).  Finally, QTG has become a home and training 

ground for a new generation of professional classical actors, including Sean 

Bradley, Ebony Pullum, Sean Close, Ken Sandberg, and Khris Davis. 

In addition to actors, we have brought some of the most exciting design talent on 

the national stage to Philadelphia, including John Burkland, David Sexton, Nikki 

Delhomme, Brian Sidney Bembridge, Solomon Weisbard, Steven Cahill, Ian Rose, 

Christina Lorraine Bullard, and Janet Pilla Marini. 

As planned in the 2016-2019 strategic plan, we are excited to now be a member 

of Actors’ Equity as a Small Professional Theater.  This formal commitment to 

professionalism is another major milestone in bringing and keeping talented 

actors and other theater professionals at Quintessence. 

As we celebrate the success of our eighth season, we also celebrate our 

contribution to bringing performing arts to schools in our Northwest Philadelphia 

community.  As funding for arts education in the Philadelphia school district 

declines, QTG has brought theater performances and education to schools that 

otherwise would have lacked performing arts education.  This past August, we 

hired an experienced theater educator to lead QTG’s educational programming.  

By mid-June 2018, we will have reached 21 schools and approximately 3,000 

students who will have attended student matinees at the Sedgwick or in their 

own schools.  QTG’s aggressive outreach to Northwest Philadelphia schools and 

educators is part of our community commitment. 
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As noted above, QTG leases space and performs in the lobbies of the historic 

Sedgwick Theater in Mt. Airy, a theater built in 1928 and designed by architect 

William Harold Lee in the Art Deco style.   Without any significant investment in 

upkeep or renovation, the Sedgwick has fallen into disrepair.  Mt. Airy USA has 

received a grant to renovate this historic treasure and create a focal point for 

economic development in Northwest Philadelphia.  QTG is actively engaged in the 

design of the Sedgwick renovation which, when completed, will provide an 

upgraded and expanded facility for our professional regional theater.   
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 

Theater Trends Nationwide 

According to Theatre Communications Group (TCG) Theatre Facts 2016, theaters 

throughout the nation are experiencing difficulties in a rapidly changing 

landscape.  Expense growth for surveyed theaters exceeds inflation, primarily due 

to labor costs, putting pressure on theaters, particularly small theaters, to 

increase contributed revenue while keeping ticket prices affordable.  Earned 

income declined slightly over the five year survey period.  The survey found that 

only 73.3% of seats are filled at any one time and only 62.6% are filled by paying 

customers.  Subscriptions are at a five year low because most theater-goers 

prefer to purchase tickets for a specific production.  Over a five-year period, the 

survey found that only 20 of the 131 trend theatres ended every fiscal year in the 

black.  On a positive note, contributed income increased 22.3% over inflation 

during the period and support from states, corporations and foundations rose by 

double digits.  Earned income from education and outreach programs rose 

slightly.   

Government and Foundation Funding 

The 2016 TCG survey results show that smaller theaters brought in more revenue 

from foundations than any other income source.  State, foundation, and 

corporate funding has grown significantly over the past four years as a percentage 

of total revenues, while local funding has declined.  Individual contributions also 

grew in 2016, both in numbers of donors and size of gifts. 

While TCG notes an increase in state funding, state and local government funding 

in Pennsylvania and Philadelphia is minimal.  The budget crisis at both the state 

and local levels has left little money for the arts.  This is not a unique situation.   

Between 2012 and 2016, foundation support rose with the average gift increasing 

from a low of $32,697 in 2013 to $45,486 in 2016.  Foundation support has largely 

shifted away from funding general operating expenses to project specific funding, 

especially for educational programming.    Education programs received 6 to 9% 

of grant funding.   
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Additionally, changes under the new Federal tax plan may impact individual 

charitable donations since the thresholds will be higher for itemizing deductions.   

Renovation of the Historic Sedgwick Theater and Revitalization of Mt. Airy in 

Northwest Philadelphia 

The National Governors Association (NGA) report entitled New Engines of Growth: 

Five Roles for Arts, Culture and Design notes that renovated cultural spaces attract 

visitors from both inside and outside the community and can become a powerful 

community revitalization asset.  Mt. Airy is nationally known as an unusual 

example of a historically integrated neighborhood in an American city and has 

received funding to begin efforts to revitalize the area.  QTG, located in Mt. Airy, 

is the only professional theater company in the entire northwestern area of the 

city.  We also operate out of the historic Sedgwick Theater, making us uniquely 

positioned to contribute to this economic revitalization.     

We are partnering with Mt. Airy USA, our local economic development 

organization.  Mt. Airy USA is actively engaged in developing and managing high 

quality affordable housing and commercial space, and is assisting existing 

businesses along Mt. Airy’s commercial corridors, with particular focus on several 

primary commercial nodes along Germantown Avenue. 

QTG’s home in the historic Sedgwick Theater is located in the heart of one of 

those commercial nodes and is widely appreciated as a key generator of foot 

traffic and business for the adjacent restaurants and other enterprises.  Mt. Airy 

USA has received PA State grant funding for much needed renovations to the 

theater building.  

Quintessence Theatre’s Organizational Growth 

Quintessence is moving to a new phase of organizational growth and we 

recognize this.  Since our founding in 2010, QTG has evolved from a start-up 

theater to a critically-acclaimed, award-winning theater and is now an established 

part of the Philadelphia theater scene.  While many theaters are cutting back, 

Quintessence is expanding.  Season VIII (2017-2018) moved from five to seven 

productions, five Mainstage productions and two in the new Family Series.  To 
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meet the needs of a rapidly growing organization, QTG has not only increased our 

administrative staff but has also rented dedicated office space.  In addition to a 

full-time Artistic Director and Managing Director, the organization now employs a 

part-time Business Manager, Director of Educational Programming, Volunteer 

Coordinator, Facility Maintenance manager, and a Public Relations consultant.  

Under the leadership of the Director of Educational Programming, QTG is actively 

partnering with community organizations and schools in Northwest Philadelphia 

to bring theater education to local public schools and introduce citizens of the 

community to Quintessence productions. 

Arts in Philadelphia Schools 

The School District of Philadelphia (SDP) has been chronically underfunded.  Many 

schools (about 42%) must choose between hiring art or music teachers and few 

have theater teachers.  Over the past decade, approximately 450 Philadelphia-

area arts organizations have sought to address this arts education gap by offering 

programs for SDP schools.  Major foundations recently mapped the arts 

ecosystem (Neubauer Family Foundation) and studied the impact of partnerships 

(William Penn Foundation) in an effort to improve alignment and quality of 

these arts programs.  SDP school profile data of our closest neighborhood schools 

(Houston, Emlen, Henry, Lingelbach) show that a high percentage of families at 

these schools are economically disadvantaged.  These schools rely on 

partnerships with arts organizations like Quintessence to provide exposure to 

professional theater and training in performing arts to schools that would 

otherwise lack that opportunity.   
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SUMMARY OF UPDATES IN THIS REVISED PLAN 

Artistic Programming 

The objectives for artistic programming remain virtually unchanged.  At the close 

of 2017, the midpoint of this planning cycle, Quintessence’s current season 

demonstrates strong achievement in artistic programming.  By any measure, this 

season has been a success.  Two plays were added, two were extended and our 

first musical, My Fair Lady, was the biggest success in our history and won 

significant critical acclaim.  The Philadelphia Inquirer recognized three of QTGs 

plays –Aesop’s Fables, Long Day’s Journey into Night and My Fair Lady – in their 

Best of Philly Theater, 2017: Our critics weigh in article.  To further recognize QTG 

as a force in Philadelphia theater, we recently signed the agreement with Actors’ 

Equity to become Philadelphia’s 18th Equity Theater, Small Professional Theater.  

Sixteen artists now call QTG their artistic home.  

 
Educational Programming 
 
Our revised goals for educational programming are informed by continuing 

budget pressures impacting arts in Philadelphia schools, success from our early 

partnerships with public schools in Northwest Philadelphia, potential access to 

grant dollars for arts partnerships in our community, and comparative data from 

other, similarly sized theaters that highlight greater opportunities to generate 

earned income from QTGs educational programs.  Based on this environmental, 

financial and comparative data, the SPC developed two educational programming 

objectives – to build partnerships with schools and arts or youth development 

organizations in Northwest Philadelphia and to create a business model to fund 

QTGs educational program and produce earned revenue. 

 
Financial Stability and Growth 
 
Our 2016-2019 strategic plan outlined three financial goals – financial, audience 

development and fundraising.  The planning committee recognized that these 

three goals are inextricably linked and should be combined into a single goal that 
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focuses on the combined efforts necessary to balance our budget and grow our 

operating reserves.  Given our small theater size, we recognize the practical 

constraints on generating revenue from audience development and understand 

the need to redouble our efforts to fill our theater and to increase revenue from 

contributions (individual and corporate), grants and other sources of earned 

revenue.  These priorities are reflected in this update. 

 
Governance and Operations 
 
Given the growth Quintessence has experienced in the last two years, the SPC 

understands that the organization is moving to a new level with an expanded 

season, larger budget, increased staff, and a greater emphasis on increasing both 

earned and contributed income.  The planning group revised and expanded this 

goal to add needed skills, training and structure to the board, provide excellent 

customer service, and identify and obtain expert resources to support its strategic 

and operational objectives. 

 
 
Facilities and Assets 
 
While the objectives for facilities and other theater assets remain largely 

unchanged, this update reflects our focus on working with Mt. Airy USA, our local 

economic development organization, to plan and execute much-needed 

renovations to our performance spaces in the Sedgwick Theater.   
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STRATEGIC GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

 
Goal 1 – ARTISTIC PROGRAMMING 

 
Objectives 
 
QTG has made good progress against the goals in the 2016-2019 strategic plan.  

We have grown a company of artists who consider QTG their artistic home and 

are working to develop a formal affiliation and expectations document to 

formalize those relationships.  We have hired at least one guest director each 

year and will continue to do so.  We have also commissioned a contemporary 

American playwright to adapt a literary classic for the stage in 2018 and will 

pursue funding for one adaptation each year.   

 

Our first objective in this updated plan is to complete our transition to a Small 

Professional Theater (SPT) under the guidelines of Actors’ Equity Association 

(AEA).  As we celebrate our most successful season ever, becoming an SPT marks 

a major milestone for us as we join the ranks of professional, equity theaters in 

Philadelphia.   

 

AEA is the labor organization that represents American actors and stage 

managers.  AEA enters into agreements with professional theaters specifying the 

terms of employment for its members.  QTG has been using the Special 

Appearance Agreement, which permits us to hire up to three Equity actors per 

production but affords QTG very limited control.  SPTs can hire an unlimited 

number of equity actors on much more favorable terms.  SPT contracts also 

impose more requirements on theaters.  They are required, inter alia, to establish 

an Equity bond (a deposit sufficient to cover the salaries of each equity member 

for two weeks), to provide Equity healthcare and pension contributions for the 

full cast of actors, to employ an Equity stage manager and assistant stage 

manager, and to provide certain facilities for actors.  
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Becoming an SPT allows QTG to recruit more talented and experienced actors and 

increase the number of Equity contracts per production.  It also provides the 

following benefits: allows more cost-effective productions (a greater number 

of rehearsal hours with less overtime expense), establishes a more equitable 

contractual relationship between the theater and actors, enables Quintessence to 

better promote our work through social media (e.g. the right to use images and 

video of Equity actors), and enables QTG to take full advantage of the benefits of 

being an Equity theater (such as free use of AEA’s actor network, auditions and 

casting, advertising through Playbill online).  Finally, it will make Quintessence 

eligible for foundation support only awarded to professional Equity theatres. 

 

Quintessence Theatre Group recently signed the agreement to become 

Philadelphia’s 18th Equity Theater, helping to enrich, strengthen and further 

employ the community of Equity actors who call Philadelphia home.  To provide 

theaters adequate time to adapt to the new agreement, the Actors Equity 

Association allows for various concessions during a three-year transition period.  

Over those three years, QTG will address and satisfy these concessions until we 

fulfill all requirements of the union contract.  Quintessence is committed to raise 

the funds necessary to fulfill the future requirements of the Equity agreement.   

 

Our second objective is to continue to produce epic plays in rotating repertory. 

When producing in repertory (rehearsing and performing two or more plays with 

the same ensemble of actors simultaneously) our experience shows that both the 

productions and the artists flourish. Not only does it allow the artists to work 

together for longer periods (Quintessence uses a 12 week contract for repertory 

productions), the act of taking on multiple characters in different plays 

simultaneously challenges the actor to expand their skill set and develop highly 

refined muscles which increase specificity, versatility and spontaneity. Through 

repertory, audiences are also reminded of the power of the actor and the theatre, 

seeing the same artist seemingly transform their humanity on alternate evenings.  

A number of great classical theatres still thrive on the repertory model (Oregon 

Shakespeare, The Shaw and Stratford Festival, The Royal Shakespeare Company). 
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By building a home for the classics in Philadelphia, with repertory at its center, 

Quintessence will continue to entice the best classical actors from around the 

country to come to QTG.  

Quintessence’s resident acting ensemble is a primary asset to QTG and our 

productions are an opportunity to develop and showcase our talented actors.  

Audiences get to know the actors at Quintessence and look forward to seeing 

them in future productions. 

Although we have established a strong reputation and an effective system to 

create great art in the repertory format, we recognize that producing large format 

classic plays with large casts is costly.   We will pursue opportunities to obtain 

funding for our repertory ensemble through grants and by seeking individual 

donors to help underwrite performances or become “Honorary Producers.” 
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Goal 2 - EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING 

 
Objectives 
 
A key aspect of QTG’s vision is to leverage our talented team of actors, directors 

and other performing arts professionals to work with schools and community 

organizations to help foster the cultural transformation of Northwest 

Philadelphia.  Recognizing that many Philadelphia schools are underfunded in 

general and even more so in the less affluent areas of the city, schools are forced 

to focus on specific academic skills with little discretion to fund art and music 

training. Quintessence recognizes the need and opportunity to partner with 

schools in our neighborhoods to bring performing arts education to students. The 

William Penn Foundation has documented the positive impact of longer-term arts 

partnerships on student achievement and socioemotional growth.  

 
Our first education goal is to contribute to that transformation by establishing 

core partnerships with three schools (two K-8 and one high school).  Together 

with teachers and school administrators, we will develop programs that draw 

upon current research in arts education; create opportunities for students to 

develop craft through practice, failure, and recovery; and support teachers’ 

enactment of engaging pedagogical approaches. In addition, we will bring our 

newly-introduced Family Classics programming for children and young adults to 

schools throughout Northwest Philadelphia. Through both our core partnerships 

and outreach, we hope to create a new generation of theater-goers who might 

inspire their family members to experience the theater.   

 

Using similar approaches, we plan to establish at least two collaborative alliances 

with arts or youth development organizations in our community.  

 

Our second objective focuses on obtaining grant funding to support our 

educational partnerships in Northwest Philadelphia and developing a fee-for-

service model to increase the contribution of our programs to earned revenue.  

The reputation of QTGs artistic staff, critical acclaim for its work, and the 
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demographics of our area position us well to pursue grant funding opportunities 

for education.  Working with our partner schools, we will apply for grants to self-

finance this initiative.   

 

Building on the success of our partnerships with schools in Northwest 

Philadelphia, we will develop new relationships with well-funded independent 

and suburban schools on a fee-for-service basis.  In so doing, we will create a new 

source of earned revenue to support our work. 
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Goal 3 - FINANCIAL STABILITY AND GROWTH 

 

Objectives 

QTG was founded in 2010 with little or no foundation, government, or corporate 

support.  Over eight seasons, we have grown into a stable non-profit organization 

with an operating budget of $580,000 (FY2017-2018), largely due to the support 

of dedicated donors. 

Since the initiation of our 2016-2019 Strategic Plan, we have grown - the number 

of shows, the size of our audiences, our critical acclaim, our staff and the size of 

our donor base have all increased over the last year.  While many theater 

companies are cutting back due to financial constraints, QTGs board of directors 

authorized our most ambitious budget to date for FY 2017-2018.   The SPC 

recognized the challenges of increasing earned revenue given the relatively small, 

fixed size of our theater and developed a plan to finance the organization to 

support growth. 

The Financial Stability and Growth Goal focuses on four objectives that 

collectively address all aspects of revenue – 1) maintain the fiscal health of the 

organization; 2) increase contributions and grant revenue; 3) increase earned 

income from subscriptions and ticket sales; and, 4) increase and target marketing 

efforts to achieve audience development goals.   

To maintain the fiscal health of the organization, the plan outlines initiatives to 

not only break-even financially but also add to operating reserves each year, 

providing the organization needed assets to weather ebbs and flows in expenses 

and revenue through the fiscal year.  We plan to improve the balance between 

earned and contributed income by systematically increasing earned revenue to 40 

percent of total budget by 2019.   

The SPC also identified opportunities to increase contributions and grant revenue.  

Working with the board, QTG will redouble its efforts to seek and obtain grants 

from foundations that support education and the arts.  To date, our support has 
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come primarily from family foundations such as Wyncote and Drumcliff.  We are 

now better positioned to actively seek a wider range of grants for several reasons: 

we are now an equity theater, we can show evidence of fiscal stability, and we 

have updated and revised our strategic plan.  Additionally, because of our 

expanded community outreach, our educational programming in Northwest 

Philadelphia and the critical acclaim we have received for our work, we believe 

QTG will be successful in obtaining both project-based and general operating 

funding.   

We have already begun, and will continue our efforts to seek sponsorship from 

corporations and local businesses.  We have corporate sponsors for two of our 

remaining five productions and, as of this writing, are seeking sponsors for the 

other three.   Our relationships with prominent, neighboring Mt. Airy businesses 

have never been stronger.  In addition to High Point Café and Earth Bread & 

Brewery, we have received either one time or ongoing in-kind donations from 

four other local businesses.   

As noted previously, the largest base of support for QTG comes from individual 

donors.  Over the last year, individual donations have increased dramatically.  

Comparative figures illustrate the point.  From January –November 2017, 274 

donors have given $256,360; for the same period in 2016, 244 donors gave 

$163,082; and for the same period in 2015, 242 donors gave $189,219.  The 

substantial rise for 2017 is attributable to stronger appeals campaigns and more 

intensive donor cultivation.  Although the increase is laudable, we will intensify 

our efforts to attract additional donors, particularly at the higher ends, to sustain 

our growth and move toward our long-term goal of a three-month operating 

reserve.  Our metrics include increasing the number of donors by 15% each year 

and increasing donations by $50K by the end of FY 2018. 

While our performance space at the historic Sedgwick has limited seating 

capacity, we will increase earned income from subscriptions and ticket sales to 

$230K by end of FY 2019.  Through increased marketing, community outreach and 

partnerships with other theaters, we expect to fill the theater to 75% capacity for 

every performance by end of FY 2019.  By building relationships with nonprofit 
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organizations such as churches, senior centers and youth arts organizations in 

Northwest Philadelphia, we hope to encourage our neighbors to attend our 

performances and, in so doing, make our audiences more inclusive.  Finally, 

through research and discussion with other theaters, we plan to identify other 

potential sources of earned revenue. 

Like theaters everywhere, we will continue to augment our subscriber/package 

options and single ticket sales with discount tickets (through FunSavers and other 

discount ticket venues).  As part of our community outreach, we will also offer 

discount tickets to non-profits for fund-raisers and to schools for student 

matinees as well as Pay-What-You-Can previews so that theater-goers from all 

income levels can attend.  We give free tickets to Art-Reach, a non-profit that 

provides access to the arts for traditionally underserved audiences with 

disabilities or low-income, and subsidize public school students whose schools 

cannot afford even discounted tickets for a student matinee. 

We will build on a solid track record of maintaining our subscriber base from 

season to season.  While subscriptions to most theaters have declined because 

many theater-goers prefer to purchase single tickets for individual productions, 

QTG’s subscriber/package base has remained relatively stable (approximately 

360).  The critical acclaim and strong audience response to this season (VIII) has 

led to optimism that the subscriber/package base will increase for Season IX.   

Since building awareness is key to our success in attracting new audiences, we will 

expand our marketing budget and develop a marketing plan targeting specific 

geographic areas.  Building on our current efforts with a public relations 

consultant to oversee our efforts in the Philadelphia area, we plan to expand our 

marketing throughout the Tri-State area.  The consultant has increased QTG’s 

visibility in print, television, and radio.  The cast of My Fair Lady, for example, was 

interviewed by Channel 10 (NBC) prior to the play’s opening.  Members of the 

cast of Long Day’s Journey into Night and My Fair Lady were interviewed in local 

newspapers and on radio.  We will continue to establish new contacts with 

publications, TV or radio each year to broaden awareness of our work. 
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Goal 4 – GOVERNANCE AND OPERATIONS 

 

Objectives 

As QTG has grown, the board recognizes that its role is also changing.  In 

undertaking the effort to review and update the 2016-2019 strategic plan at the 

mid-point, the board has strengthened its governance role and accepts new 

responsibilities for leading the organization, fundraising, financial management, 

chairing committees and tracking strategic plan implementation.  While the board 

has twelve very capable and dedicated members, the SPC identified a need to add 

members with specific skills in marketing, education, special events planning and 

development and to add members with strong connections to our Northwest 

Philadelphia community.  The board will create and staff a committee for 

marketing and development to provide greater focus on these key aspects of our 

operation. 

Since this revised plan identifies additional requirements to fund our growth both 

through contributed and earned revenue, the board will take a more active role in 

fundraising and will monitor earned revenue through the season.   Board 

members will be trained on how other successful theaters have increased 

donations and will use those learnings to help raise additional funds.  The board 

will identify and collect metrics that enable it to better track earned revenue. 

Beyond board-specific issues, the organization also faces new challenges during 

this period of growth.  QTG will identify unique skill-sets and capabilities needed 

to satisfy current operational needs and strategic objectives.  We will use 

innovative methods such as internships with local universities to obtain talent.   

Quintessence will employ an Associate Producer to assist the Artistic Director and 

Managing Director in the development and budgeting of all theatrical 

productions, to assist in finding and hiring the necessary artists and technicians 

for each production, and to ensure that the artistic vision of the production is 

achieved with excellence while staying within the budget and means of 
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Quintessence. The Associate Producer will act as an essential interface between 

the Artistic staff and the Administrative staff of Quintessence. 

Our financial goal includes an objective to grow our audiences.  To facilitate this 

objective, QTG is committed to raising the standard for customer service so that 

any contact with a potential subscriber, theater-goer, donor or other stakeholder 

is a positive one. 

Lastly, we will examine opportunities to utilize social media to enhance our 

marketing efforts and provide near real-time updates on our productions and 

plans.  
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Goal 5 – FACILITIES AND ASSETS 

 

Objectives 

There are numerous examples of historic theaters and their resident artistic talent 

forming the basis of economic revitalization.  The renovation of the Capitol 

Theatre in Cleveland, OH, the Massachusetts International Festival of the Arts 

(MIFA) in Holyoke, MA, and the Colonial Theater in Phoenixville, PA and their 

associated arts and cultural organizations have each spurred economic 

development and artistic growth in their communities and have brought more 

visitors to these areas. 

QTG and its artistic home, the historic Sedgwick Theater, offer similar building 

blocks to help revitalize Mt. Airy and, more broadly, Northwest Philadelphia.  But 

there are some challenges.  The Sedgwick was built in 1928 as a movie theater in 

the Art Deco style; little effort has been made to restore or maintain the structure 

since 2006 and the facility requires significant repairs and improvements.  Mt. 

Airy USA is working to secure a long-term lease with the owner. 

Recognizing the opportunity the Sedgwick offers to revitalize the community, the 

state has recently awarded a $1M grant to Mt. Airy USA to renovate the Sedgwick 

Theatre and revitalize certain retail areas in Northwest Philadelphia.  QTG is 

partnering with Mt. Airy USA to plan the Sedgwick renovation to create a 

performance space that properly showcases our work, enhances the experience 

for our audiences and helps revitalize our Mt. Airy community.  We also hope to 

negotiate an affordable, longer term, lease agreement when Mt. Airy USA takes 

over the lease. 

Until arrangements with Mt. Airy USA are finalized, we continue to seek an 

alternative performance space in Northwest Philadelphia for the short-term 

during renovations or as a longer-term location if necessary. 

QTG plans to pursue grant funding for essential production equipment including a 

new sound system, curtain, lighting and camera. 
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Summary of Goals and Objectives 

Goal 1 – Artistic Programming  

- Objective 1 – Become an Equity Theater (Small Professional Theater (SPT))  
- Objective 2 – Continue to produce epic plays in rotating repertory 

 

Goal 2 – Educational Programming 

- Objective 1 - Build partnerships with schools and arts or youth development 
organizations  

- Objective 2 - Create an education business model to fund QTGs educational 
program and produce earned revenue  

 

Goal 3 – Financial Stability and Growth 

- Objective 1 - Maintain the fiscal health of the organization 
- Objective 2 – Increase contributions and grant revenue 
- Objective 3 – Increase earned income from subscriptions and ticket sales to 

$230K by end FY 2019 
- Objective 4 – Increase and target marketing efforts to achieve audience 

development goals 
 

Goal 4 – Governance and Operations 

- Objective 1 – Build a robust, inclusive and engaged board 
- Objective 2 – Provide excellent customer service 
- Objective 3 - Identify and obtain resources and skills to achieve objectives 

 

Goal 5 – Facilities and Assets 

- Objective 1 - Stabilize our performance, office and rehearsal spaces in 
Northwest Philadelphia  

- Objective 2 - Invest in additional production equipment to enhance our 
productions 
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-  

Completed Objectives from 2016-2019 Strategic Plan Status 

Make bond deposit with Equity; sign actors and stage management team 
onto SPT contract 

Complete 

Host at least one guest director each year Complete 

Produce at least one repertory production each year Complete 

Commission at least one contemporary American playwright to adapt a 
literary classic to the stage 

Complete 

Host an annual Shakespeare acting workshop for youth and adults 
 

Complete 

Develop “watch and learn” programming through which student classes see 
shows then actors visit classrooms 

Complete 

Provide a training ground for Shakespearean theater for professional actors Complete 

Hire an education director to oversee educational programming Complete 

Increase marketing budget and expand efforts Complete 

Develop relationships at every level of government to ensure that we are 
accessing all available resources 

Complete 

Establish core salaried positions of Artistic Director, Managing Director, 
Development Director and Educational Director 

Complete 

Transition to fiscal year that matches our production season (July-June) Complete 

Develop administrative internships Complete 

Establish the board Executive Committee as the body to monitor and 
maintain the fiscal health of QTG 

Complete 

Arrange for dedicated office space Complete 

Conduct a feasibility study to acquire/renovate a performance space Complete 

Conduct architectural/engineering review the fire and safety codes for the 
theater spaces 

Complete 

Secure rehearsal spaces outside the theater on an as-needed basis Complete 

 


